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Presidential Message
Jennifer Jones
RI President 2022-23
January 2023

Rotary recently surveyed our members and 
found something that should be 
unsurprising but still caused many of us in 
Rotary leadership to sit up and pay 
attention: The single most important factor 
in member satisfaction is the club 
experience. How at home you feel in your 
club, how rewarding club meetings are, and 
how engaged you feel in service projects.
I have seen this firsthand across the Rotary 
world this year. When members feel an 
emotional connection to their club, they 
cannot imagine leaving. And that 
connection is often forged in “Rotary 
moments,” when people feel that special 
connection to the people around them and 
the impact of their service. Our Imagine 
Impact Tour is all about shining a light on 
those Rotary moments and encouraging 
our members to tell their stories.
But there’s something else that makes an 
enormous difference in building and 
sustaining that connection. It’s the comfort 
and care of our members — both Rotarians 
and Rotaractors. As my Rotary friend Todd 
Jenkins says, “People can’t see how you 
think, but they sure can see your actions.”
We are in the relationship business, and if 
we take care of each other — genuinely 
show concern for each other — then we will 
make friends for life, and we will do 
anything to widen that circle of friendship.

The question is: How do we live with our 
eyes wide open and do the things that really 
matter? We do this by taking time for each 
other, actively listening to one another, and 
treating every Rotary member as equally 
valuable — no matter how long we have 
been a member or what position we hold. 
People like me in Rotary leadership can offer 
all kinds of advice about how to make your 
club experience more valuable. But what’s 
most important is for everyone in every Rotary 
club to speak up and listen to one another. We 
should never be afraid to share with our fellow 
Rotary member what we expect to get out of 
our membership and have an open discussion 
about how to make that happen.
To lead a Rotary club is to invite such 
dialogue and to be willing to try new 
approaches. Good leadership is giving it 
away. Propping others up. Allowing others 
to feel the victory.
I have one last request for club leaders. We 
still need to do more worldwide to increase 
our female membership. It’s up a bit this 
year, but I know we can and must do better. 
Rotary is growing again. As I write this, we’re 
just a handful of members away from 
surpassing 1.2 million Rotarians again. So 
let’s redouble our efforts to bolster our 
clubs with great new members, then keep 
them for life by providing comfort and care. 

Jennifer Jones
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A new year is upon us. As we look forward to new beginnings and 
experiences, let’s think outside the box and find new opportunities to 

serve through Rotary.
Consider taking up a community economic development project this year. 

In this Rotary area of focus, we apply our professional experience by 
promoting the entrepreneurial spirit as we help communities help themselves 

in a sustainable way. Community economic development projects, to paraphrase 
the universal adage, don’t just give someone a fish today but teach them to fish so 

they can eat for a lifetime.

Ian H.S. Riseley

Trustee Chair’s Message 
Ian H.S. Riseley
Trustee Chair 2022-23
January 2023

These projects can be microloans to start up a 
livestock breeding business, or they might take 
the adopt-a-village approach in which Rotary 
works with communities on multipronged 
efforts to boost local economies sustainably. 
In 2000, during its transition to independence, 
Timor-Leste was reeling from political violence 
and destruction. Communities not only needed 
shelter and improved living conditions but also 
a new economy. 
This is where Australian Rotary clubs stepped 
up with the East Timor Roofing project to 
produce and install corrugated roofing, and 
later, water tanks and grain silos. As the project 
grew, other organizations joined, including The 
Rotary Foundation, which delivered a grant 
that set the project on its path to success. 
Before long, East Timor Roofing became a 
financially viable enterprise, raising enough 
money to build roofs for homes, schools, 
orphanages, and commercial buildings. 
Subsistence farmers got silos for their crops. 
Hundreds of Timorese received professional 
training in basic building and administrative 
skills. Thousands of new water tanks ensured 

that young girls could attend school rather 
than fetching water.
What began as a roofing project is today a 
commercial enterprise employing local people 
and making a huge impact. And your 
Foundation paved the way. 
What experiences lie ahead for you in 2023? A 
district or global grant? Or possibly a visit to 
Melbourne, Australia, just up the road from my 
home, to make new friends, reunite with old 
ones, and find partners for projects during the 
2023 Rotary International Convention?
Let’s make a New Year’s resolution to take 
advantage of opportunities to learn, grow, and 
serve. And let’s have some fun in the process. 
This is Rotary, after all.
So, my friends, let us go forth and carpe annum 
— seize the year. 

let’s think outside the box and find new 
opportunities to serve through Rotary
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District Governor’s Message
George Azar
District 2452 Governor 2022-2023
January’s Message

District Governor

George Azar

Let us imagine tomorrow 
and draw our paths 

with action.

I would like to thank each and every member of 
our District, for your support during the first 
half of the Rotary year. I am pleased with our 
modest achievements as a District.
January is Vocational Service Month, which is 
the heart of Rotary and a pillar of Service Above 
Self, embedded in our history, present and 
future. It calls on Rotarians to foster high 
ethical standards in business, recognize the 
value of all occupations, and dignify our 
occupations as an opportunity to serve and 
enhance our communities.

You can make a difference. My Best wishes for 
Peace, Prosperity and Progress in the New Year. 
I’m happy and thankful of being part of this 
team, sharing great moments during 2023 and 
looking forward to more during 2023.
Let us imagine tomorrow and draw our paths 
with action.
Yours in Rotary,

Best Rotarian Regards,
George M. Azar

Dear Fellow Rotarians and Rotaractors,
Happy New Year!
We have passed the half -way mark in of the Rotary year 2022-2023.
When we look back on 2022 and reflect on how far we have come. 
The year that is themed “Imagine Rotary” has encouraged us not to 
count barriers, obstacles and restrictions but to imagine the 
possibilities in the change they can make to transform the world.
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VOCATIONAL SERVICE MONTH

Nader Chehayeb
Vocational Service Chair 

District 2452 
Rotary International

It has been statistically found that 
members join Rotary and stay Rotarians for 

the club experience.  It is the care and 
comfort between Rotarians that keeps members 

in.  The vocational service plays an important role 
in making a difference.

Our district has just finished a three day seminar with our 
long history with our friend 2451 District in Hurghada, Egypt.  

This awareness seminar involved leaders in Rotary, leaders in 
the business community, and leaders in the political society.

It is important to understand the history of 
vocational service in Rotary to better 
understand the main difference between 
Rotary and other non profit organizations.  
Rotary started as a group of business people 
meeting to help their communities.  It was 
initially a requirement to have one, and only 
one, member from each vocation/industry.  
This was meant to provide a selection of 
Rotarians with different vocational 
backgrounds so that they can help their 
communities better.  Clubs were required to 
legally have a classification assessment for all 
their members.  This legal requirement was 
eventually waived, however, the classification 
assessment remains to be a club necessity in 
order to have a diversified club for better 
success and for better membership 
development and retention.  The classification 

assessment which was once a club legal 
requirement became a club success 
requirement.

Rotary’s awareness of vocational service early 
on when Rotary started has raised the bar in 
the community which helped the communities 
later to develop better business bureau 
systems.  

During January, Rotarians are reminded of the 
importance of the Vocational Avenue of Service.  
The awareness of the importance of vocational 
service can lead to projects that not only 
develop the ethical consciousness and 
vocational skills of Rotarians but also the 
talents within their communities.  

In point format:

The History  
& Meaning of 
Vocational Service
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Ethical Standards in Modern Business Terms
1. Communicate Openly and Honestly
2. Treat All People Fairly and With Dignity
3. Encourage the Diversity of Opinions
4. Recognize and Reward Achievement
5. Respect People and Our Community
6. Be Accountable for Our Actions

Results of a Diversified Vocational Services Assessment

• Grow and diversify your club’s membership:
Raise your members’ awareness of the diversity in your community.  You will clearly see which 
professions are represented in your club and what skills and expertise it’s missing. 
Each gap you identify presents an opportunity to target your recruitment efforts.
• Make the best use of members’ expertise and skills:
Your club’s collective knowledge and talent can help make a more significant impact in your 
community through the service projects. 

Having Diversified Vocational Services in a Club is Greatly Beneficial
Recognizing members’ unique vocational services will yield a number of benefits:
1. Avoid High Turn over: Retention rates are higher, because members feel useful and valued
2. Improve member experience:  Clubs are better equipped to conduct successful service projects
3. Increase Member Motivation: Members are motivated to excel
4. Grow Members Professionally:  More opportunities to grow professionally and network
5. Increase Positive Reputation: Clubs are more attractive to prospective members

ROTARIAN CODE OF CONDUCT 2019
As a Rotarian, I will:
1. Act with integrity and high ethical standards in my personal and 
professional life
2. Deal fairly with others and treat them and their occupations with 
respect
3. Use my professional skills through Rotary to mentor young people, 
help those with special needs, and improve people’s quality of life in my 
community and in the world
4. Avoid behavior that reflects adversely on Rotary or other Rotarians
5. Help maintain a harassment-free environment in Rotary meetings, 
events, and activities; report any suspected harassment; and help 
ensure non-retaliation to those individuals that report harassment

VOCATIONAL SERVICE MONTH
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Ideas for Vocational Service Projects
1. Devote a club meeting to discuss the second Avenue of Service, including The Four-Way Test and 
The Declaration of Rotarians in Business and Professions. Invite an “Ethics” speaker to speak at 
one of your Club meetings.
2. Put a Four-Way Test Plaque at the entrance to the council chambers in your town or city, or 
provincial legislature, or even the House of Commons? 
3. Introduce a “mini-classifications talk” series in which each member gives a five-minute talk on 
his or her vocation.  Schedule one speaker for the beginning of 
each meeting until everyone has made a presentation.  The 
purpose of these talks is to promote vocational awareness 
among Rotarians and help them recognize the worthiness of 
all useful occupations.
4.  Present a vocational award to someone in the community 
who has exemplified outstanding professional achievement 
while maintaining very high ethical standards. Promote the 
presentation within the community, and consider making it an 
annual January event. 
5. Invite experts to give a presentation on the vocational 
needs of the community and develop a project in response to 
those needs. Possible projects could focus on developing 
character, providing career information to youth, mentoring 
small businesses, or organizing workshops that provide 
employees with new skills.
6. Support RYLA with emphasis on ethics
7. Sponsor a career day to for Rotarians to bring young people 
to their place of business.

VOCATIONAL SERVICE MONTH
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DG GEORGE AZAR’S OFFICIAL VISIT
TO ROTARY CLUBS OF LEBANON

District Governor George Azar’s Official 
Visit to RC Chtaura - Bekaa Gate 

District Governor George Azar’s Official Visit to RC Sahel El Metn

District Governor George Azar’s Official Visit to RC Metn Gate

DG George Azar along with DDG Jawad Mouawad as well as AG Joseph Chebbaneh 
visited RC Chtaura-Bekaa Gate on the 19th of January, 2023. 
During this visit, two members were pinned, and it was followed by a dinner
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VOCATIONAL DISTRICT SEMINAR 
Under the patronage of DG George Azar, The Vocational 2452 District Committee in cooperation 
with D2451 a zoom meeting was held in which the Vocational Service was explained by all country 
chairs of the District. Here’s a glimpse of what has been shared during this meeting that was 
attended by 100 members from the District:

“Just as Rotarians represent their vocations in Rotary, so they 
represent Rotary everywhere through their professions. 
Business and professional life are the basics of Rotary and 
vocational service is a major force in promoting honor, integrity 
and trustworthiness in business.” 
 DG George Azar

A presentation was done by DDG, PP of Rotary Club Rustavi 
International Pavle Tvaliashvili. He’s currently occupying the 
Country Vocation Chair of Georgia and outside Rotary he’s 
an expert in adult and non-formal Education. 
DDG Pavle Tvaliashvili presented the structure of Education 
in Georgia, shared examples of VET education and Adult 
Education centers and described possible collaboration 
between those centers and Rotary clubs. 
DDG Pavle invited Rotary Clubs of District 2452 for youth 
engagement in professional development.

1-Vocational and Adult Education 
in Georgia 
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by May H Khodr
Lebanon Country Vocational 

Services Chair RY22-23

by Raja Salman
 UAE Vocational Chair

STEPS 1 & 2: A survey of the occupation & professional expertise of club members
STEP 3: A survey of the top professions in your community
STEP 4: Club professions Vs Community professions/ represented & unrepresented professions
STEPS 5 & 6: RESULTS & ACTION PLAN

“A Century ago when Paul Harris and his friends created Rotary, it was not for such noble 
ideas of humanitarian service, goodwill and world understanding! Rotary was started for 
business reasons and professional purposes. In fact the 1906 constitution of Chicago RC 
stated two objects of Rotary: 1-The promotion of the business interests of its members, 
2-The concept of friendship”, UAE Chair-Raja Salman.

2-Classification Assessment

Classification Assessment – How & Why?

3- History of Rotary’s Vocational Service 

VOCATIONAL DISTRICT SEMINAR 
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DDG Hovsep explained the vocational challenges we’re facing nowadays, and invited for 
District Clubs to organize mega projects “inorder for them to be an INTEGRATION factor for 
the District, and then we will understand that we belong to the same family (united by 
action)…”-DDG Hovsep.

“Through Vocational Services we promote Rotary. One way is 
that we have members of diverse backgrounds/professions 
whom we encourage to speak at meetings about their 
expertise, and share their knowledge to both existing 
members, as well as new/potential members and guests.”
“The goal of vocational projects is to provide individuals with 
the skills and experience they need to find and maintain 
employment in a company
We should take advantage of the resources at our disposal to 
promote vocational services in our clubs.”

4-Vocational Challenges Ahead

5- Vocational Projects

VOCATIONAL DISTRICT SEMINAR 

by DDG 
Hovsep Seferian

Armenia Vocational Chair

by Khaled Turk
Bahrain Vocational 

Country Chair 
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On the 14th of February of every year, people around the world 
exchange candy, flowers, gifts and heartfelt messages, all in the 

name of Saint Valentine the figure of love. But who is this Valentine 
and why we celebrate his day worldwide?

The history and legend of Saint Valentine is filled with mystery! As we all 
know, February has always been celebrated as the month of romance but 

The Story 
Behind Valentine’s Day
By Sarah Ghaleb

VALENTINE’S STORY

this was not always the case in the past. The story of Saint 
Valentine contains remnants of Christian and ancient Roman 
traditions. 
According to the History channel, one legend states that 
Valentine was a priest who served during the 3rd century in 
Rome, when Emperor Claudius the second ruled that 
bachelor men’s performance was better than those who are 
married, therefore, he prohibited single men from getting 
married. Valentine, after realizing the absurdity of this new 
law, defied the emperor by ordaining young couples in 
secret. But after Claudius discovered Valentine’s actions, the 
latter was ordered the death sentence. Therefore, Valentine 
was known as the martyr of love.
According to another legend, Valentine was a man who was 
imprisoned. During his days as an inmate, he has sent the 
first “valentine” greeting in history after he fell in love with a 
woman. Prior to his untimely death, it was alleged that he 
wrote a letter to the love of his life that was signed “From 
your Valentine” – an expression we still use till this day.  
Even though Valentine’s origin story remains unclear, all 
legends have some things in common. He’s always depicted 
as the sympathetic man who sacrificed himself heroically in 
the name of love! 

Sarah Ghaleb
Vice President

 Rotaract Club of Sahel Metn
District Newsletter Team 
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Club President  

Maroun Najjar 

Rotary Club 
of Lebanon International 
Inspired by Rotary International theme “Imagine Rotary” powered 
by the vision of the District Governor George Azar to expand and 
diversify the Rotary Clubs in district 2452, the new club model, 
Rotary Club of Lebanon International, was chartered in January 
2023 with a vision to create a direct association between the 
Lebanese diaspora and the growth and development of Lebanon. 
This club is dynamic and friendly with successful Lebanese 
professionals’ members living abroad whom indeed share one 
common goal: 
Supporting Our Community Back Home. No matter how far we 
may be from our homeland, we remain attached to our roots and 
wish to see Lebanon grow and prosper. The world is very different 
now,  the belief that the rights of humankind to live and survive 
come not from the generosity of the republic but from the hand 
of people doing good to their communities. 

A NEW CLUB IS BORN ! 

We dare not to forget today that we decided one day to leave Lebanon to live abroad regardless 
of the circumstances, though we always think and dream to go back one day to our beloved 
country. Up until the dream becomes a reality, we owe our community support by providing 
them with access to our vast network of professionals in various fields, sharing knowledge to tap 
into value creation, and exploring new opportunities that contribute to their future.
In addition to the five essential committees, we have four key actions led 
each one by an Action Leader as follows:

1. Think Tank hub
Rotary Club of Lebanon International aims to gather professionals from different fields to create 
a think tank capable of effectively solving prevalent issues in our community. The vast experience 
and resources of these professionals will constitute a valuable information hub that could deal 
with any subject or obstacle by identifying the problem at hand and exploring solutions together. 

1. Servicing the community 
We strongly believe in Rotary’s motto, “Service Above Self”. For this reason, we will never hesitate 
to serve the local Lebanese community. Our goal is to boost Lebanon’s development and 
economy by working with our members to implement sustainable projects that tackle the 
community’s most vital needs.
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2. Sharing knowledge and Experience 
We organize a diverse program of online 
seminars in affiliation with international 
educational institutes. Our members get to 
accumulate knowledge and learn from the 
experience of our guest speakers, who are 
professional experts and leaders from around 
the globe. Moreover, this action will work with 
international organizations to create a social 
entrepreneurship academy for raising 
awareness about the social services among 
entrepreneurs. 

1. Creating opportunities
Lebanon’s workforce is filled with untapped 
potential due to limited resources. We strive to 
expand the horizons of the Lebanese 
workforce, especially its competent and 
educated youth, by exploring new academic 

and professional opportunities. 
These actions are integrated with the 
common and essential committees of 
Rotary. The main objective of each 
action is to create strategic approaches 
to technical and functional parts to make 
a long-lasting impact. 
Lastly, I would like to express my gratitude to 
our District Governor George Azar, PP. Souad 
Assaf, ARC Ahmad Husseini and Rtn. Kareen 
Nohra for their aspiration for making it easier 
to move head and to provide the kind of 
encouragement and support. Kindly feel free 
to connect with us whenever you see that 
opportunity to cooperate on a specific Service 
Above Self project.

Three Rotarians joined the family of the Rotary Club of Zahle Capitol to become members of 
the Rotary family in Lebanon, in the presence of the club’s advisor, Dr. Samar Saab, 
President and members of the Rotary Club of Zahle Capitol The membership of each of the 
colleagues has been confirmed: Elie Abou Samra, consultant in international arbitration, Ali 
Haj Hassan, media advisor to the Minister of Education, Ranime Kaddoura, designer and 
owner of a jewelry store, after the general 
meeting held by the club at the Kadri Grand 
Hotel, Zahle.
The club president, Tony Abou Naoum, talked 
about the importance of permanent and 
continuous membership development 
because it is the soul of the club, the guide to 
life, and the guarantee of continuity. Today, 
our family receives three 
members who loved Rotary and 
loved service, so they chose 
Rotary as a means towards a 
better world. He welcomed 
them, calling them to be one 
hand and one heart with the 
team and beyond.

NEW MEMBERS JOIN OUR DISTRICT FAMILY
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District 2452 in Action!
Community service projects- Bahrain

Sustainable Farming Activity By Rotary Club of Salmaniya

Rotary Club of Salmaniya organized the Green House harvest

The Rotary Club of Salmaniya and the Khalid Janahi Charity Society organized the 
greenhouse harvest for beneficiaries of the Bahrain Association for Parents and Friends of 
the Disabled on Tuesday 17th of January 2023. This is part of the yearly Green House 
project organized jointly between RC Salmaniya and the Khalid Janahi Charity Society.

The Rotary Club of Salmaniya and Al Jasra Organic farm 
organized the “Sustainable Farming Activity” for the 
beneficiaries of the Dreams Society and Al Kawther 
Society for Social Care on Saturday 14th January 2023. In 
attendance were members of the RC of Salmaniya’s twin 
club in France Rotary Club of Blois Sologne.
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Community Service Projects-Lebanon 

A Donation for the Men’s Prison in Zahle 
by Rotary Club of Zahle Capitol

District 2452 in Action!

A donation from the Rotary Club Zahle 
Capitol for the men’s prison in Zahle in 
cooperation with the General Guidance of 
Prisons, Zahle and Bekaa Branch, Baalbek 
and Hermel. 
Within the framework of its social and 
service activities, and with the endeavor of 
the General Chancellery of Prisons, Zahle 
and Bekaa Branch, Baalbek, and Hermel , 
the Rotary Club Zahle Capitol presented a 
donation to the men’s prison in Zahle. 
This was received by the warden of Zahle 
prison, Lieutenant Colonel Mounir 
Kaddoura, the president of the club, Tony 
Abou Naoum, accompanied by a delegation 
of club members that included: Gloria 
Massaad, Nassif Massaad, Ranim Kaddoura, 
Nancy Zalaqet, Samar Ghara, in addition to 
the deputy guide of the Bekaa and Baalbek 
Hermel in the General Chancellery of 
Prisons, Mr. Georges Nabhan. Public 
Relations Officer and Treasurer, Mr. Charbel 
Musallam, where it was a horizon tour in 
which Lieutenant Colonel Qaddoura 
presented the reality of prisons, especially 

in Zahle, in addition to the shortage and the 
needs and requirements abounded, calling 
on all clubs and civil society organizations to 
take the initiative towards the prison and 
prisoners, thanking the Rotary Club of Zahle 
Capitol as president and members for This 
giveaway wishing permanent cooperation 
between the two parties. 
In turn, the club’s president, Tony Abou 
Naoum, thanked Lieutenant Colonel 
Qaddoura, expressing the club’s 
permanent readiness to stand by the 
prisoner, noting the work of the 
General Directorate of Internal 
Security Forces and its peers. 
The human being and the 
principle of service and 
that the prisoner is above 
all a citizen and a human 
being. 
He also took the opportunity to 
thank the Secretary of the Rotary 
District 2452, Samar Saab, and 
colleague Elie Al-Hajj for their support of 
this initiative. 
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January 27, 2023 
In the presence of District Governor George 
Azar( D2452) and AG Aida Daou, the Rotary 
Club Beirut Cosmopolitan proudly showcased 
the long awaited for Global Grant Project: 
Pediatric Ward and Operating Theater 
Medical Equipment donated to the Karantina 
Public Hospital that was totally demolished in 
the Beirut Explosion August 4,2020.
This project took two years under the 
leadership of PP Habib Saba, supported by 
PP Joe Boulos, PP Dr. Michel Mansour and 
RCBC team. 
The event was attended by Dr. Robert Sacy, 
President of Assameh, Mr. Aboud Chaim, VP 

and treasurer of Assameh and Mr. Marc Sacy, 
Operations Manager, and members and 
friends of RCBC. 
PP Louise McCance-Price, RC Putney , 
London, one of our international partners, 
flew in especially to attend the ceremony. 
Words of appreciation were given by RCBC 
President Samir El-Khoury,Mr. Chami, PP 
Habib Saba and DG George Azar. 
In appreciation for her hard work in 
supporting this Global Grant , DG Azar aw 
arded PP Louise with a Paul Harris pin. 
This event was a testimony to the power of 
Rotary and the impact that Rotarians have on 
their communities through Service above Self.

Community Service Projects-Lebanon 

District 2452 in Action!

10,000$ for the Children Cancer Center 
By RC Beirut Center
The Rotary Club of Beirut Center visited the Children Cancer Centre (CCC) today Thursday 
26th of January and donated 10 000$ to help them pursue their humanitarian cause in 
saving lives and alleviating pain and suffering. As Dany Thomas (one of the founders of St 
Jude) rightly said: “ No child should die in the dawn of life”. 
Ms  Rima Beydoun briefed the members about the activities of the CCC and showed them 

the different sections of the building.

Pediatric Ward and Operating Theater Medical Equipment Donated to 
the Karantina Public Hospital 
By RC Beirut Cosmopolitan
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District 2452 in Action!

Community Service Project – Cyprus
150 Euros Donated to the Ambassador of Ukraine 
By Rotaract Club of Nicosia Aspelia

Last weekend a Rotaract alumni Christina Klyuka and her son participated on 
behalf of RAC Nicosia Aspelia in the marathon in support of the Central 
children’s hospital in Kyiv, Ukraine. Thus Rotaract Aspelia joined the 
global Rotary efforts to help people in Ukraine. 

The event was officially organised by the Embassy of Ukraine in the 
The Republic of Cyprus. People were invited to support by either donating or participating 
in the marathon. 
In the photos, you can see Kristina handing over the 140 euros raised and the young 
Marathon runners warming up at the start in Athalassa Park. 

Well done Rotaractors

https://www.facebook.com/groups/RCNAspelia/
permalink/5892686304103525/?sfnsn=mo&ref=share&mibextid=KtfwRi

https://www.facebook.com/groups/RCNAspelia/permalink/5892686304103525/?sfnsn=mo&ref=share&mibextid=KtfwRi
https://www.facebook.com/groups/RCNAspelia/permalink/5892686304103525/?sfnsn=mo&ref=share&mibextid=KtfwRi
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Let’s Raise our Voices! 
By Media District Chair Tony Abou Naoum

Some ask how can we or our 
club achieve communication 
with other clubs and its 
surroundings?
What are the available means 
and capabilities and what are 
their benefits?
First of all, everyone should 
know that today’s world is the 
world of communication. 
Social media has facilitated the 
process of communication, 
brought distances closer, and helped 
transmit news at a record speed that does 
not exceed seconds.
These means played a major role in the 
progress of the groups and their 
transformation into global groups that have 
their followers and readers. 
That’s why, any group or club must use the 
means of communication to keep pace with 
digital progress so that it does not lag 
behind its surroundings.
Social media is one of the best means that 
can be adopted to reach others: it’s the 
least expensive and the fastest. 
When the club improves its use, it may 
reach the whole world, achieving an 
essential part of its goals, expanding its 
circle of acquaintances, and wide-spreading 
its image.
As for the social media that can be used, 
they are many, such as: Facebook, 
Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter, Tik-Tok, 
YouTube, LinkedIn, among many others. 
Each of these means has its own benefits to 
its viewers, users and readers.
In many clubs, the club members are not 
familiar with the usage of social media 
platforms, and this is normal. We 
recommend they seek the help of any 

person who has knowledge 
about it, and assign this task to 
him/her as the assistant 
secretary.(Some clubs seek the 
help of Rotaractors as well)
It is known that story telling has 
its writing rules, including 
choosing an interesting and 
attractive title; the news has to 
be brief and include all the 
information and the purpose of 
the activity, provided that the 

timing of its publication must not exceed 48 
hours from the date of the activity. Because 
the more we delay the publishing, the more 
it loses its ability to attract readers and 
viewers. Our language should be sound, 
free from linguistic errors, and in line with 
the type of news that we are about to 
publish. We encourage writers to be 
comprehensive and expressive, and not to 
be partial.
We should not forget the photos, which 
would speed up the dissemination of the 
news. Photos stimulate a large group of 
readers. Hence, we call on the clubs to take 
good photos: 
-High Resolution
-Good Frame(make sure your frame is clear 
from any distracting objects in the 
background and the center of the photo 
focuses on the main subject).
In short, no club can live without history or 
memory. The history of the club is the 
image in which it appears to others, or how 
it tries to demonstrate itself, to the extent 
that it achieves a high percentage of viewing 
and reading, and its image gets imprinted in 
their minds. And that’s the power if 
branding.(visit rotary.org for more info on 
branding and make sure your club’s Public 
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Image Chair is in alignment with Rotary’s 
branding guidelines)
All the above help the club achieve part of 
its success story, and it’s our duty to raise 
our voices on club levels because together 
we shape Rotary’s greater image.
Some ask how can we or our club achieve 
communication with other clubs and its 
surroundings?
What are the available means and 
capabilities and what are their benefits?
First of all, everyone should know that 
today’s world is the world of 
communication. 
Social media has facilitated the process of 
communication, brought distances closer, 
and helped transmit news at a record speed 
that does not exceed seconds.
These means played a major role in the 
progress of the groups and their 
transformation into global groups that have 
their followers and readers. 
That’s why, any group or club must use the 
means of communication to keep pace with 
digital progress so that it does not lag 
behind its surroundings.
Social media is one of the best means that 
can be adopted to reach others: it’s the least 
expensive and the fastest. 
When the club improves its use, it may 
reach the whole world, achieving an 
essential part of its goals, expanding its 
circle of acquaintances, and wide-spreading 
its image.
As for the social media that can be used, 
they are many, such as: Facebook, 
Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter, Tik-Tok, 
YouTube, LinkedIn, among many others. 
Each of these means has its own benefits to 
its viewers, users and readers.
In many clubs, the club members are not 
familiar with the usage of social media 
platforms, and this is normal. We 
recommend they seek the help of any 

person who has knowledge about it, and 
assign this task to him/her as the assistant 
secretary.(Some clubs seek the help of 
Rotaractors as well)
It is known that story telling has its writing 
rules, including choosing an interesting and 
attractive title; the news has to be brief and 
include all the information and the purpose 
of the activity, provided that the timing of its 
publication must not exceed 48 hours from 
the date of the activity. Because the more 
we delay the publishing, the more it loses its 
ability to attract readers and viewers. Our 
language should be sound, free from 
linguistic errors, and in line with the type of 
news that we are about to publish. We 
encourage writers to be comprehensive and 
expressive, and not to be partial.
We should not forget the photos, which 
would speed up the dissemination of the 
news. Photos stimulate a large group of 
readers. Hence, we call on the clubs to take 
good photos: 
-High Resolution
-Good Frame(make sure your frame is clear 
from any distracting objects in the 
background and the center of the photo 
focuses on the main subject).
In short, no club can live without history or 
memory. The history of the club is the 
image in which it appears to others, or how 
it tries to demonstrate itself, to the extent 
that it achieves a high percentage of viewing 
and reading, and its image gets imprinted in 
their minds. And that’s the power if 
branding.(visit rotary.org for more info on 
branding and make sure your club’s Public 
Image Chair is in alignment with Rotary’s 
branding guidelines)
All the above help the club achieve part of 
its success story, and it’s our duty to raise 
our voices on club levels because together 
we shape Rotary’s greater image.
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FELLOWSHIP THROUGH SERVICE

RC Amman Capitol Celebrates its 8th Anniversary

The 8th Anniversary of RC Amman took place at Mayor’s Restaurant Abdoun on January 
13,2023. 
This event was celebrated with DDG Diala Alami and many Rotary Presidents and 
colleagues and also family & friends of Rotary.  
A new Honorary member has joined Rotary Club of Amman Capital and was also pinned 

on this occasion.  
RC Amman Capital was glad that this special and successful event was held among 

dear fellows and friends.
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What a selfless spirit. If anybody practices and embodies the true ethos of 
“ service above self“, then it is our own Hameed. Thanks for always being 
there. Hameed never says no to any member in any quest and request. 
Always capturing moments of our achievements through his lovely lens 
and beautiful outlook, which spreads positivity, harmony, compassion, 
great commitment, and respect to all. He is the true embodiment of the 
Rotary club of Adliya’s ability to be one and show unity in our work, focus, and output to our 
community work and fellowship. Hameed is someone that refuses the leadership title, but 
has exemplified true leadership skills throughout his 22 years in RCA.

An unconditional donor with a heart of gold! PP. Pierre Geara a Rotarian since 
the year 2000, started his Rotary journey with RC Beirut Cosmopolitan. He 
chartered RC Beirut Metropolitan in 2004, and RC Beirut Cadmos in 2009. 
Pierre did not only spread the Rotarian spirit in those clubs, but in his private 
life at home with his wife and 4 children who are all Rotarians. The founder 
and Godfather of RC Beirut Cadmos, Pierre is as helpful as Baloo, and as supportive as Bagheera.

Hameed Karimi 

Pierre Geara 

WHO TALKED BEHIND YOUR BACK

Christine is a highly dedicated and accomplished individual committed to 
making positive contributions in her professional and personal life. She is a 
longtime friend who has played an instrumental role in shaping my career 
path, even though she may not have been aware of it. Christine is an 
accomplished entrepreneur, organizational psychologist, and wellness 
coach. At age 21, she established her own import/export business, followed 
by partnering in a consultancy business. She is the founder of the Wellness at 
Work Organization and a professor specializing in Industrial and Organizational Psychology, 
Human Resources Management, and Marketing. Currently, she is working on publications and 
consulting/training women-led businesses in E-commerce with LLWB and UN Women. In 2009, 
she was elected District Rotaract Representative and became the first Lebanese woman to lead 
56 Rotaract clubs in 10 countries. She has been a lifelong friend since our days in university 
and continues to be someone who is genuinely nourishing the seeds of tomorrow.

Christine Arzoumanian Ghazarian 

Bishara Jubran is truly an inspirational member of the club and the 
greater community.  Bishara is a person you can count on for support - 
professionally and personally, where he never displays hesitation in 
providing guidance or support.  Bishara easily transitions between being 
a quiet listener, as well as jumping in and taking on a leadership role.  
Bishara truly inspires all that come within his path, and is an important 
member of RC Ramallah.

Bishara Jubran
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VOCATIONAL SERVICE & CONFERENCES 

The Rotary Club of Salmaniya introduced a series of open discussions and knowledge 
sharing with industry experts called “Let’s Talk” as part of the Rotary International January 
theme of Vocational Service Month.  

This session “Let’s Talk cinema - a talk with filmmaker and director Ammar Zainal” was on 
the topic of film making, directing & creating visual content at the Bahrain Cinema Club in 
Juffair on the 12th of January 2023. 

Let’s Talk Cinema - A Talk with Filmmaker
& Director Ammar Zainal
By RC Salmaniya - Bahrain
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The Rotary Club of Salmaniya introduced a series of open discussions and knowledge 
sharing with industry experts called “Let’s Talk” as part of the Rotary International January 
theme of Vocational Service Month.   

This session took place on the 8th of January 2023.”A Talk with Chef Faisal AlDeleigan” was 
about cooking and restaurant management in his cooking studio .

Let’s Talk with Chef Faisal AlDeleigan
By RC Salmaniya - Bahrain 

VOCATIONAL SERVICE & CONFERENCES 
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Rtn. Dr. Nadia Abdulhaq, in coordination with the Ramallah Friends School PTA, provided 
a vocational training by presenting to 70 teachers .  The presentation focused on focusing 
on childhood language development and how the teachers can identify red flags is 
speech development and how to overcome these difficulties in order to set up children 
for success in their academic future and in life.  
RC Ramallah welcomes Eymen Errais from Tunisia Golf Rotary Club District 9010 with an 
exchange of flags.  Upon his return, the flag was passed on to his club. 
In continuing community service support, Autism Superheros of Palestine were able to 
provide a seminar about raising awareness for children and their families about autism 
and family psychological support.
ADG,PP Bilal Abu Hijleh proudly pins newest member Rami Ghanem.

By RC Salmaniya - Ramallah

VOCATIONAL SERVICE & CONFERENCES 

Vocational Training - Dr. Nadia Abdul Haq

ADG Bilal pinning newest member Rami 

RC Tunisia Golf with the RC Ramallah flag

Autism Superheros

RC Ramallah Flag Exchange 
with Tunisia Golf  - District 9010
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A virtual Rotary Foundation Multi-Districts, Zones, 
& Regions Seminar was held on Saturday 28th 
January 2023. The guest-speakers and moderators 
were from 13 Countries: Algeria, Armenia, Cyprus, 
Egypt, Greece, Italy, Lebanon, Nigeria, Romania, 
Switzerland, UAE, USA, and Zambia. These 
countries belong to 8 different Districts, from 3 
Zones, and in 6 regions. Thanks to District 2452 
Governor George Azar and District Rotary 
Foundation Committee Chair, Past District 
Governor Michel Jazzar for this successful seminar. 
Participants from 25 countries. The guest-speakers 
and moderators kindly responded from 12 
Countries [namely Algeria, Armenia, Cyprus, Egypt, 
Germany, Greece, Lebanon, Nigeria, Romania, 
Switzerland, USA, and Zambia] that belong to 8 
Districts 1841, 2241, 2451, 2452, 9010, 9125, 9141, 
9220 from 3 Zones 16A, 21A, 21B, 22 in 6 regions 
16-17, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and with the participation 
of RIDN, PRIDs, PDGs, DGs, DGEs, DGNs, Rotarians 
, Rotaractors and guests, the Senior staff writer for 
“Rotary” the official RI Magazine in Evanston, 
French Mag chief editor  “Rotary Mag”, the 
Foundation staff at Zurich office, and many 
Rotarians Cadre, Fellowships and Action Groups.

Virtual Rotary Foundation Multi-Districts, 
Zones & Regions Seminar

VOCATIONAL SERVICE & CONFERENCES 
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VOCATIONAL SERVICE & CONFERENCES 

Rotary Leadership Institute (RLIL seminar 
#4 was held online on Tuesday 31st 
January 2023, for all District 2452 (9 
countries). This seminar’s topic centered 
on Rotary International’s website’s Club 
Central, focusing specifically on Setting 
Club Goals. The session was very 
successful and beneficial to all.

Rotary Leadership 
Institute
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VOCATIONAL SERVICE & SEMINARS

Awareness on Children’s Linguistic Problems 
&Flag Exchange with RC Tunisia Golf
By RC Ramallah 

Rtn Dr. Nadia Abdulhaq, in coordination with the Ramallah Friends School PTA, provided a 
vocational training by presenting to 70 teachers .  The presentation focused on childhood 
language development and how the teachers can identify red flags in speech development 
and how to overcome these difficulties in order to set up children for success in their 
academic future and in life.  
RC Ramallah welcomed Eymen Errais from Tunisia Golf Rotary Club District 9010 with an 
exchange of flags.  Upon his return, the flag was passed on to his club. 
Through continued community service support, Autism Superheros of Palestine were able 
to provide a seminar about raising awareness for children and their families about autism 
and family psychological support.
ADG,PP Bilal Abu Hijleh proudly pins newest member Rami Ghanem.

Vocational Training - Dr. Nadia Abdul Haq

RC Ramallah Flag Exchange 
with Tunisia Golf  - District 9010

Autism Superheros ADG Bilal pinning 
newest member Rami 

RC Tunisia Golf with the RC Ramallah flag
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Khachapuri

(Georgian Cheese Bread) 
Recipe sent by DDG Pavle Tvaliashvili 

This Khachapuri recipe is a combination of 
fluffy homemade bread, multiple kinds of 
cheeses and a runny egg in the center. It’s so 
cheesy and delicious!

Course: Appetizer, Breakfast 
Cuisine: Georgian 
Prep Time: 2 hours 
Cook Time: 20 minutes 
Total Time: 2 hours 20 minutes 
Servings: 8 
Calories: 458kcal 

Ingredients 

For the dough: 
1 tsp salt 
1 tsp dry active yeast 
1 tbsp granulated sugar 
3 1/2 cup all-purpose flour 
1 cup water 
1/2 cup milk 
1 tbsp olive oil 
For the filling: 
1 1/2 cup Farmers cheese 
1 1/2 cup Shredded mozzarella 
1 1/2 cup Feta cheese 
4 eggs + 1 for egg wash 
unsalted butter optional 

Instructions 

- In the bowl of a stand mixer combine the salt, 
yeast, sugar, and flour. 
- Heat water and milk to about 115 degrees 
Fahrenheit. Then pour it into the bowl of dry 
ingredients. 
- Begin kneading the dough with the hook attachment 
until it’s close to being smooth and elastic.
- Add the oil into the dough and knead for 
another minute. 
- Drizzle a little bit of olive oil onto the bottom 
and sides of a deep bowl. Place the dough inside 
the bowl and cover with plastic wrap. Set the 
bowl in a warm place until the dough doubles in 
size, about 1 hour. 

- 
- 

Remove the plastic wrap and press into the 
dough a few times with your hands. Cover with 
plastic wrap once more and let it sit in a warm 
place for another 30 minutes. 
- Meanwhile, combine the farmers cheese, feta, 
and mozzarella in a bowl. 
- Remove the dough from the bowl and place it onto 
a floured surface. Then cut it into 4 equal pieces.
- Spread each piece of the dough into a circle 
about 9 inches in diameter. Then roll 2 opposite 
sides of the circle towards the center so it ends 
up have a boat like shape. Then pinch the 
corners together. 
- Transfer the khachapuri onto a baking sheet 
lined with greased parchment paper. 
- Stuff each khachapuri with the cheese mixture. 
Beat 1 egg with a teaspoon of water, then brush 
the dough with egg wash. 
- Bake in a preheated 450 degrees oven for 
about 15 minutes or until the crust becomes 
golden brown. 
- Make a well in the center of each khachapuri 
with the back of a spoon (about 3 inches in 
diameter) and drop 1 egg into each well. Then 
stick a few small pieces of butter into the cheese.
- Return the khachapuri back into the oven and 
bake for another 5-6 minutes. Cooking time may 
vary depending on your oven. The egg white 
should be white but still pretty runny. It will cook 
further as it sits in the hot cheese. When serving, 
mix the cheese and egg with a fork and serve 
immediately.

Recipe from Georgia
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Calendar
Events for the Rotarian Year 2022-2023

April 2023

February 2023

January 2023
Sunday 29th
Rotary Family Day outing

Friday 3rd
District Conference Committee 
Meeting
with Rotary and Rotaract Clubs’ 
representatives
Location: Sofitel Le Gabriel, Ashrafieh
Time: 17:30 - 19:30

Friday 24th
Joint Districts 2451 & 2452 Public 
Image Seminar, In Cairo, Egypt

Saturday 25th
Joint Districts 2451 & 2452 Public 
Image Seminar, In Cairo, Egypt

Tuesday 24th
International Day of Education
District Vocational Seminar
Time: 18:30
Via Zoom 
Meeting ID: 9166447360
Passcode: rajhotel

Saturday 28th
Virtual Rotary Foundation Multi-
Districts, Zones & Regions Seminar: 
D2241, D2451, D2452 (Zone 21A & 
21B), D9010, D9125, D9141, D9210 
(Zone 22), and regions 24,25,26,27,and 
28 - People of Action Success Stories
Time: 9:30am - 13:30pm (Beirut time)
Via Zoom
Meeting ID: 834 4268 0096
Passcode: 011 957

May 2023
Thursday 11th
District 2452 Conference

Friday 12th
District 2452 Conference

Saturday 13th
District 2452 Conference

Sunday 14th
District 2452 Conference

Saturday 27th
Rotary Intl Convention
Location: Melbourne, Australia

Sunday 28th
Rotary Intl Convention
Location: Melbourne, Australia

Monday 29th
Rotary Intl Convention
Location: Melbourne, Australia

Tuesday 30th
Rotary Intl Convention
Location: Melbourne, Australia

Wednesday 31st
Rotary Intl Convention
Location: Melbourne, Australia
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